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Abstract
Neural image style transfer has been receiving increasing attention on the creation of
artistic images. Given a reference image with style of interest, image style harmonization
aims to blend an element from one image into this reference, achieving harmonization for
the stylized output. We present an Element-Embedded Style Transfer Network (E2STN)
for addressing this task. Our proposed network uniquely integrates style transfer and
image matting modules. Together with global and local discriminators, both context and
style information can be properly preserved in the embedded output. In the experiments,
we show that our proposed network performs favorably against existing style transfer
models and is able to produce results with satisfactory quality.

1

Introduction

Image style transfer has attracted the attention from the researchers in the fields of computer
vision and machine learning. However, given a reference image whose content and style are
of interest, how to blend a region of interest (referred to as element in this paper) from another
image to this image is a challenging task. This is known as the task of style harmonization
(see Figure 1 for an example).
While it is possible to address the above task by using off-the-shelf software, it would require one with proper training to do so. Nevertheless, even for an experienced user, it would
still take time to produce style harmonization outputs with satisfactory quality. Previously,
only a limited amount of work have been proposed to solve this problem (or similar tasks)
[3, 5, 9, 12]. However, existing methods typically aim to solve the migration of the entire
content image into a different style. When the embedded element does not occupy a large
portion in an image, such methods cannot produce satisfactory results.
To address the task of style harmonization with improved performance and efficiency, we
present a novel and unified deep learning framework of Element-Embedded Style Transfer
Network (E2STN), which renders the element of interest into the reference image and produces the stylized output. By jointly solving style transfer and image matting, we introduce
novel composition losses into our model, including global and local discriminators which
harmonize the embedded element and the reference image. As a result, style consistency of
c 2019. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: Example of style harmonization. From left to right: a given element of interest,
reference image, associated binary mask, naive collage, and the output.
the embedded output image can be observed. In our experiments, we compare our model
against those using state-of-the-art style-transfer techniques for this harmonization task. We
demonstrate that our method performs favorably against such recent yet naive solutions in
terms of both image quality and computational efficiency.
We summarize the main contributions as follows:
1. We present a unified network uniquely integrating image matting and style transfer for
style harmonization.
2. Our channel-aligned layer efficiently performs style transfer for the embedded image
element, whose region of interest is jointly learned by our network.
3. Our introduced global discriminator is able to preserve perceptual quality of the stylized output, while the local discriminators allow enhancement of both context and
style authenticity of the image element.

2
2.1

Related Work
Natural Image Blending

Natural image blending is among active research topics in computational photography. To
address ill-posed blending formulations, most existing works choose to predict a proper
trimap which combines the element of interest and a reference image. For example, the
Bayesian method [2] solves the problem with a probabilistic map, using sample points
to build the distribution of color in a well-defined Bayesian formulation. On the other
hand, Poisson matting [18] calculates the gradient of the composite image to avoid dramatic
changes in gradient between element and reference image. A number of algorithms like
random walk [4] or spectral matting [8] are also well-known techniques for image blending.
Recently, deep-learning based methods have shown promising performances. For example, given a portrait and an associated mask, Deep Automatic Portrait Matting [16] predicts
trimap for self-portrait photography matting. Deep Image Matting [19] observes natural
structures in high-level image representations by taking the input image and a pre-defined
trimap, while the latter would be refined during the learning process. An extension has been
proposed in [15], which applies an additional discriminator to make the image outputs more
visually appealing. Nevertheless, existing techniques typically cannot be applied to blend
the element of interest and the reference image which come from different style domains.

2.2

Neural Style Transfer

Style transfer manipulates the input image with the style identical to that of a different image.
To realize satisfactory outputs, iterative processes are typically involved to have the image
global statistics match those of the reference one [3, 5, 7, 10]. On the other hand, nonparametric approaches like [9, 12, 13] determine the most similar patches for style transfer by
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nearest neighbor searching. However, the aforementioned methods rely heavily on low-level
features (i.e., pixel space), therefore they are unable to deal with complicated composites.
A representative work in [3] pioneers this issue by iteratively matching representations
of content and style in high-level features by a pretrained VGG-16 [17]. By choosing the
features to transfer, promising style transfer outputs can be produced. Alternatively, Li and
Wand [9] combine neural networks with Markov random fields (MRF) for matching local
patches in the feature space. Nevertheless, the above works require iterative optimization for
producing the style transfer outputs, which can be time consuming.
In order to alleviate the above problem, some recent researches consider feed-forward
networks instead. For example, Johnson et al. [7] utilize an image transform net minimizing the perceptual loss based on high-level features. Universal Style Transfer [10] applies
whitening and coloring transformation in the feature space, yielding image outputs with
improved visual quality. A recent work of AdaIN [5] adds an adaptive instance normalization layer, which enables real-time arbitrary style transfer. Despite promising results and
decreased computation costs, the above approaches only apply to style transfer of an entire
image. In other words, it is not easy to extend such existing methods for style harmonization.

2.3

Style Harmonization

As noted earlier, style harmonization aims to harmonize an image element into the reference image producing a stylized output. While style harmonization is closely related to the
research topics of style transfer and image matting, direct or naive combining these two
techniques cannot yield image outputs with sufficient perceptual quality.
To address this relatively new yet challenging task, a recent work of Deep Painterly
Harmonization [14] is presented, whose network outputs a correspondence map that can be
utilized to remove outliers, so that improved style harmonization outputs can be produced.
Since an iterative process is still required, how to reduce the computation costs for practical
uses would be of interest.

3
3.1

Our Proposed Method
Notations and Architecture

The architecture of our proposed Element-Embedded Style Transfer Network (E2STN) is
shown in Figure 2. As depicted in Figure 2, we have Ic denote the content image, which
includes the element of interest. The reference image Ir is the image to be embedded with
the preferable output style, while a binary mask M reflects the size and location for the
cropped element from Ic (and to be inserted into Ir ), which results in the output image Io .
In other words, given the reference image Ir , the goal of our E2STN is to produce Io which
contains the embedded element from Ic with mask M, while the style of Io would be identical
to that of Ir (see Figure 3 for examples).

3.2

Element-Embedded Style Transfer Network (E2STN)

As depicted in Figure 2, our proposed E2STN consists of a network component for image
matting followed by a GAN-based style transfer network. In order to train E2STN, we
observe Ic , Ir and M for producing a soft mask Ms , which blends the masked element from
Ic into Ir to perform element-embedded style transfer. For simplicity, we apply a pretrained
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Figure 2: Overview of our network architecture. Reference image Ir , content image Ic and
binary mask M are forwarded through the element matting module GEM . Together with the
observed soft mask Ms , Ir and Ic are encoded to extract features F(Ir ) and F(Ic ), allowing our
channel-aligned layer for style transfer. Finally, both global and local discriminators would
refine our network modules to produce realistic stylized output Io .
VGG-16 as encoder F in E2STN, which extracts the feature f as the combination of the
features of Ic and Ir from relu4_1 layer of F, i.e.,
f = F(Ic )

DS(Ms ) + F(Ir )

(1 − DS(Ms )),

(1)

where denotes element-wise multiplication, and DS(·) indicates the downsampling operation which scales the size of Ms to be identical to those of F(Ic ) and F(Ir ).
In the following subsections, we discuss the functionality of each component, and explain
how the proposed E2STN can be trained in an end-to-end fashion for style harmonization.
3.2.1

Element Matting

To perform element-embedded style transfer, we need to first crop out and embed the element
of interest from Ic using M, and properly insert the extracted element into Ir for style transfer.
However, direct copy-and-paste followed by state-of-the-art style transfer approaches would
not achieve satisfactory results; this is because boundaries and context of the embedded
element might not be properly preserved after style transfer (verified in our experiments).
As the starting component of our E2STN, we take the input images Ic , Ir , and M for
producing a soft mask Ms . This soft mask can be viewed as a learned trimap, which is
used to embed the element into Ir in the feature space with the ability to preserve both of its
context and boundary information. To speed up the training process, we pretrain this matting
module with a binary mask convolved with a Gaussian filter by the following loss function:
Lmask = k Ms − MG k2 ,

(2)

where MG denotes the input binary mask M convolved by a Gaussian filter with σ = 5.
Nevertheless, such a Gaussian-like mask is unable to handle a variety of element boundaries in real-world images. Thus, this matting module will be updated based on the style
harmonization output via adversarial learning strategies, which will be discussed later.
3.2.2

Channel-Aligned Decoder for Style Transfer

In addition to the component of element matting, we introduce a Channel-Aligned Decoder
in our E2STN for style transfer. Inspired by Huang et al [5], our Channel-Aligned Decoder
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Figure 3: Our style harmonization example. From left to right: content image (with the element of interest), reference, binary mask, stylized content and output images. Note that the
red bounding boxes indicate the region where local discriminator in our network concerns.
aims at matching the styles between Ir with the embedded element (via MS ) and the output IO .
This allows efficient transfer of style across images, with additional perceptual preserving
abilities realized by the learned discriminators as detailed later.
To perform channel-aligned decoding, we first calculate the image feature using (1) (as
the joint output of the encoder and element matting). Then, we relate the style of Ir (with
the embedded element) to that of Io by matching the means and variances of each channel in
the latent feature space. In other words, to obtain channel-aligned features fCA , the feature
f of the encoder F output is forwarded through the channel-aligned layer to perform the
following operation:
 k

f − µ( f k )
k
k
fCA = σ ( fr )
+ µ( frk ).
σ ( f k)
Note that µ and σ calculates the mean and variance of the kth channel in f .
With each channel properly aligned for the purpose of style transfer, we can produce the
output image Io from fCA by the decoder GCA . In our work, the channel-aligned decoder
GCA is trained via two losses: content and style losses. The former, denoted as Lc , forces
the network to embed the element across multiple scales in the feature space (we consider
relu1_1, relu2_1, relu3_1, and relu4_1 in our work), which is determined as follows:
Lc =

∑ k (Ψi (Io ) − Ψi (Ic ))
+ ∑ k (Ψi (Io ) − Ψi (Ir ))

DS(Ms ) k2
(1 − DS(Ms )) k2 ,

(3)

where Ψi denotes the feature maps in relu1_1, relu2_1, relu3_1, relu4_1 extracted from
encoder F, respectively. On the other hand, to ensure the style of Io to be consistent with that
of Ir , we have the style loss Ls align the aforementioned channel-wise means and variances.
Thus, Ls is calculated by:
Ls =
+
3.2.3

∑ k µ(Ψi (Io )) − µ(Ψi (Ir )) k2
∑ k σ (Ψi (Io )) − σ (Ψi (Ir )) k2 .

(4)

Learning Context and Style-Preserving Discriminators

Recall that, the goal of our E2STN is to embed an element of interest into the reference
image, so that the style of the output would be properly preserved and identical to that of
the reference image. In order to achieve this goal with satisfactory visual quality, we advance GAN-based learning strategies, and introduce two different types of discriminators
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(i.e., global and local discriminators, as depicted in Figure 2) to refine our E2STN.
Global Discriminator. Following most of existing GAN-based models for image manipulation tasks, we first utilize a global discriminator Dg to preserve the overall perceptual
quality of the output image in terms of its style authenticity. This global discriminator Dg
would observe the composition and the entire context of Io , enforcing our E2STN to produce
satisfactory style-harmonic output.
In order to train the global discriminator Dg , we view the input reference Ir as the true
image (in terms of style) and Io as the fake one. In other words, the use of Dg is to distinguish
between the above images for updating our channel-aligned decoder GCA . Thus, the loss
function for this global discriminator is determined as follows:
LDg = − log(1 − Dg (GCA (Ic , Ir , Ms ))) − log(Dg (Ir )).

(5)

Local Discriminators. In the task of style harmonization, one not only requires the style
of the entire output image to be desirable, the embedded element and its style need to be
properly presented in the output as well. Inspired by a recent image completion work [6],
we advance a set of local discriminators for achieving the above goal.
The first local discriminator we utilize is an element-oriented discriminator De . Different
from the global discriminator Dg , this De focuses on the style authenticity of the embedded
image region, as depicted in Figure 2. To be more specific, we have the regions bounding the
element of interest in Ics and Io as real and fake images, respectively (i.e., the red bounding
boxes in Ics and Io in Figure 3). It is worth noting that, compared to style harmonization output
Io , Ics is stylized in the image level, and thus no style difference or discontinuity would be
expected between the element and its surrounding backgrounds. This is the reason why we
consider Ics as a true image in terms of style.
With the above explanations, we have De minimize the style discontinuity in Io , which is
determined as follows:
LDe = − log(1 − De (GCA (Ic , Ir , Ms ))) − log(De (Ics )).

(6)

The second discriminator which we employ locally is the mask discriminator Dm . The
purpose of introducing this discriminator is to update the network component of element
matting, which would result in improved soft mask outputs in our E2STN. Our mask discriminator Dm also takes the bounded element regions Ics and Io as real and fake images, but
the loss is calculated below:
LDm = − log(1 − Dm (GCA (Ic , Ir , Ms ))) − log(Dm (Ics )).

(7)

With the soft mask updated accordingly, our element matting network would improve
the channel-aligned decoder for improved style harmonization.

3.3

Objective Functions

While our E2STN can be performed in an end-to-end fashion, we divide the learning process
into two stages for improved efficiency and performance. We pretrain our element matting
network GEM using the loss function defined in (2), followed by updating the decoder GCA
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Figure 4: Comparisons between our method and AdaIN, CNNMRF, and DeepPH. While
AdaIN was not able to produce proper composite outputs, CNNMRF and DeepPH might not
preserve the element in the stylized results. Generally, our method achieved plausible results
with satisfactory quality.
and the global discriminator Dg alternately (with the matting network fixed). Note that the
decoder GCA is optimized with the following objective function:
1
LCA
= λc Lc + λs Ls + λG1CA L1GCA ,

(8)

where L1GCA = − log(Dg (GCA (Ic , Ir , Ms ))).
In Stage 2, we unfreeze the element matting module GEM and further employ the losses
for De and Dm . Since GCA is updated by De , the objective function becomes:
2
LCA
= λc Lc + λs Ls + λG2CA L2GCA ,

(9)

where L2GCA = − log(De (GCA (Ic , Ir , Ms ))). Consequently, we have GEM updated by Dm , observing the following loss function:
LEM = λmask Lmask + λGEM LGEM ,

(10)

where LGEM = − log(Dm (GCA (Ic , Ir , Ms ))). With the above definitions and explanations, we
summarize the learning processes of our model in the supplementary materials A.

4
4.1

Experiments
Datasets

We consider images in MS-COCO [11] as the content images Ic , containing the elements of
interest. As for the reference images Ir , we take the painting dataset from WikiArt [1].
For each image, we preserve its aspect ratio by resizing the smallest dimension of the
input images to 512, then randomly crop one region of size 256 x 256 from each rescaled
images. Our global discriminator Dg is fed with Ir and Io as real and fake images with the
size of 256 x 256 pixels, respectively. As for the local discriminators De and Dm , we only
take image regions with 128 x 128 pixels that bound the element of interest from the real
image Ics and the fake one Io (e.g., the red bounding boxes shown in Ics and Io in Figure 3).
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Method
Preference

AdaIN
19.35%

CNNMRF
7.42%

DeepPH
27.74%

Ours
45.48%

Table 1: User study of harmonic-composited painting generated by four different models.
Preference (higher is better) is the percentage of the images that are deemed to be the most
realistic among all four methods.

4.2

Evaluation and Comparisons

4.2.1

Qualitative Evaluation

Since there is no ground truth harmonization data available, we first perform qualitative
evaluation and compare our results with state-of-the-art methods including AdaIN 1 [5],
CNNMRF [9] and DeepPH [14].
As shown in Figure 4, neural style transfer approaches like AdaIN performs matching of
global style statistics of interest, and cannot adapt the style of local image regions well. As
a result, their embedded elements did not blend in the output images in terms of the styles of
interest. On the other hand, CNNMRF better rendered the embedded elements via searching
and replacing the corresponding patches. However, artifacts due to patch mismatch would
still occur. For example, wings of the angle had the appearance of the house roof, and the
red gems of the monster’s head turned out to be replaced by the flag on the top of the boat.
In such patch mismatch cases, the context of the embedded elements cannot be properly
preserved. And, its lack of ability in performing proper image matting processes also results
in contour differences between the element and the reference backgrounds.
Although the recent harmonization model of DeepPH exhibited improved results with its
consideration of image local information, its harmonization is mainly based on patch matching and thus image artifacts due to patch mismatch would still occur. Moreover, DeepPH
chose to remove patch outliers during its harmonization process, and thus portions of the
embedded element might become invisible (e.g., the embedded monster in row 2).
Nevertheless, as depicted in the last column in Figure 4, our E2STN not only renders
the element well but also preservers all the details. As discussed above, this is achieved by
our unified model with both global and local context information preserved. Our soft mask
Ms produced from GEM maintains the content of the element, while GCA is encouraged by
the global and local discriminators to render element in consistent style. More results are
presented in the supplementary materials.
4.2.2

Quantitative Evaluation

To perform quantitative evaluation without ground truth output available, We first perform
user studies. We show 20 sets of results to 94 users, each set contains style harmonization
outputs produced by AdaIN, CNNMRF, DeepPH and our model in a randomized order. We
ask each user to choose the most natural, well-composited image output from each set, and
the results are summarized in Table 1. From this table, we see that our method produced the
most satisfactory results among all models, and thus was the most preferable one.
In Table 2, we list and compare the computation times of CNNMRF, DeepPH, and ours.
Note that all methods consider images of 512 x 512 pixels run by an M60 GPU. Since CN1 Since AdaIN and CNNMRF were proposed to transfer the style of an entire content image, rather than one
element, we first apply them to stylize the content image which includes the element of interest, followed by
cropping and pasting the stylized element back to the reference image.
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Method
Time(s)

CNNMRF
240

DeepPH
390

9

Ours
0.2

Table 2: Computation time (in seconds) for blending an image of 512 x 512 pixels.
Method
MSE

AdaIN
4.6712

CNNMRF
4.3484

DeepPH
4.5316

Ours
3.7739

Table 3: Comparisons of MSE, which is calculated by the difference between the content
features of Ic and Io (by VGG-16).
NMRF and DeepPH perform style harmonization based on patch matching, and/or require
varying memory spaces to search for the closest patch, the computation times listed in Table 2 were averaged over 100 test images. From this table, it can be clearly seen that, our
method required the least amount of time among all (which was about 3 orders faster than
CNNMRF and DeepPH).
To show that our E2STN better preserves the perceptual consistency for the embedded
element after style harmonization, we extract the content features of the elements from Ic
and Io by the same pretrained VGG-16 model, followed by calculation of the mean-square
error (MSE) between the elements before and after style harmonization.
As can be seen in Table 3, our model yielded the lowest MSE values among all models,
which confirms that our model not only perform qualitatively satisfactory harmonization
results, it also preserves the content information of the embedded element.

4.3

Unified or Separate Models for Style Harmonization

Our E2STN tackles the problem of style harmonization using a unified network model. To
show that using and integrating popular image matting and style transfer models cannot
achieve satisfactory harmonization results, we consider two image matting algorithms: the
Bayesian method [2] and Poisson matting [18], and the state-of-the-art style transfer model
of AdaIN [5]. More comparisons can be found in our supplementary material C.2.

4.4

Ablation Study

Finally, we perform ablation studies to support the design of our E2STN. As introduced in
Section 3, our model is able to generate harmonic composite images by jointly learning of
element matting module GEM , channel-aligned decoder GCA , global discriminator Dg , and
local discriminators De and Dm . The results can be found in our supplementary material C.3.

5

Conclusion

We presented E2STN, which renders a local element and embeds it into a reference image
with style of interest. By our unified network architecture, our model observes image local
and global information and exhibit improved ability in preserving content information of the
embedded element, while reduced computational costs can be observed. A variety of experiments qualitatively and quantitatively support the use of our model for style harmonization.
As future directions, the proposed model opens possibilities for content-aware style transfer,
which requires one to further exploit the relationship between local and global image and
characteristics.
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